
Worksheet - Including External Graphics in LaTex

Pictures and figures are an important part of explaining and teaching mathematics. In
particular good presentations typically include the use of graphic visualizations to assist in
understanding difficult problems.

Much of what we do in the remainder of this course will be aimed at producing professional
looking figures for your mathematics documents. You should always aim at high quality
figures in your writing and presentations; they are easy to understand so typically a reader
will take extra care in reviewing them.

There are broadly speaking two types of figures we will work with:

• LaTex Graphics Primitives: These are graphics produced by giving commands
within your LaTex document. Appropriate figures for this method are diagrams made
up of straight lines and circles. More general geometric shapes can also be made.

• Graphics produced by other programs: These are figures and graphs produced
from other software (or even photographs produced by a camera or scanner). These
are included into LaTex files of themselves, typically they need to be preprocessed
and edited in a separate program before you add them to LaTex.

Today we will learn how to take graphics produced by another software program and
include them in your LaTex document.

First obtain your figures: The first step is to create your figures and save them as the
appropriate file type.

• Typically PDF, EPS or PNG for figures that are made up of only a few features
(points and lines). These file types all produce scalable graphics, meaning as we
manipulate their sizes there should be no distortion of the figures.

• Typically JPG for figures that are photographic in nature.

In a later class we will learn how to manipulate PDF figures using Inkscape (free) and
JPG figures using Gimp (free).
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Complete the following steps, and submit your final document and LaTex code by email
to piercevu@utpa.edu.

1. Create your figures, and export them to files of the appropriate type. Move the files to
your figures into the directory your LaTex document will be in.

2. Start a LaTex document using our standard header file from before, and include the
package graphicx using the \usepackage{graphicx} command.

3. We include a figure by putting a command \includegraphics{file.pdf} where the
file.pdf is the name of your figure file with any of the standard extensions discussed
above.

4. That worked pretty good, but the size is probably bad. Use a resizebox command to
fix the figure size. Remember that the ! mark can be used to force resizebox to keep
the aspect ratio fixed. Alternatively you can specify the width in the optional arguments
of the includegraphics command.

5. Now put the command into a figure environment and add a caption.

6. Add some description to the page explaining the problem you were solving with the figure.
Include formulas if you need to.

7. In a new section use the same commands to include the image captured from your phone.
In the caption describe briefly what the picture is, and in the text describe the mathe-
matics in the photo.

8. Rotation: Use google or another search engine to learn how to rotate an image .

9. Reflection: Use google or another search engine to learn how to reflect an image.

10. Cropping: Use google or another search engine to learn how to crop an image (remove a
portion).

11. Wrap figure: wrapping text around figures uses the wrap figure package and environment.


